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Outline
• What is coproduction and why does it matter for sustainable urban
transformations?
• How do you ‘do’ coproduction?

• What critical issues does coproduction raise for sustainable urban
transformations?
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Reclaiming the space
• Reclaiming coproduction at
the intersection of critical
urban theory and pragmatism
• It’s not just that we need
coproduction….we need just
coproduction

• 3 qualities – procedural,
epistemic and distributive
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The Urban Paradox
• Cities as sites of opportunity and
threat
• The battle for sustainability will be
lost or won in cities
• ‘Wicked’ urban issues, ‘a crisis of
crisis management’
• Political-economic-democratic
context
• Scale matters
• Coproduction as both necessary
and desirable

Realising Just Cities: A Programme of Work
Example

Description

Partners

Governance and Policy
for Sustainability

Examination of the challenges and opportunities in the governance and policy
framework for urban sustainability in Greater Manchester (Perry and Atherton
2017)

Greater Manchester Low Carbon Hub,
Social Action Research Foundation

The Biospheric
Foundation

Reflection on the lessons of a socio-ecological food experiment to set up a closed
loop vertical farm in an industrial mill in Salford (Perry, Walsh and Barlow 2017);
examination of potential of digital technologies

Biospheric Foundation, Social Action
Research Foundation

Ideas4Ordsall

Cultural democracy project to devolve resources to local people to support their
ideas for cultural activities (Symons and Perry 2016)

Ordsall Community Arts, Let’s Go, Chapel
Street Community Arts, local artists

Jam and Justice

Establishment of an Action Research Cooperative to coproduce 10 experiments to
test and learn about mechanisms for inclusive governance

Civil society/residents

Knowledge Matters

Using the idea of “dissensus” to tell controversial stories about urban sustainable
development projects and co-curate alternative narratives and representations

Community groups

Realising the Potential
of Community Assets

Evaluation of the value of community hubs in supporting social infrastructure

Civil society/community hubs

Platform

Digital sustainability portal to improve knowledge flows across sectors and
boundaries Greater Manchester

Creative Concern sustainable
communications consultancy

Urban SDG

Qualitative analysis of implications of the SDGs in medium sized cities in terms of
relevance, feasibility and impact (Simon et al 2016)

Academics and local officials in Sweden,
South Africa, Kenya, India and UK

Variables
Positionality

Funding

Agenda

Stages of
Research

Resources

Partners

Outcomes

Decisionmaking
Theory of
Change

Structure

Skills and
knowledge

Comparison

How? “Doing” Coproduction
Methods
Uncertain
Messy

Incomplete

Madness

How? Evaluating Coproduction Processes and Outcomes
Mood

Table 3: 8 Progress Markers for Recognising ‘More’ Just Cities
Progress Marker
‘A sense that radical changes are needed’ (Marcuse et al, 2011): shared understanding of challenges
and commitment to address them

Distribution
Discourse

Strategic consideration and policy options on the table i.e. food and fuel poverty
Increasing consideration of ‘justice’ ‘ fairness’ ‘distribution’ within official and popular discourse

Coordination

Framework for making disparate and multiple efforts and initiatives visible i.e. strategic alliances,
networks and platforms

Capacity and
networks

Strengthened coalitions and partnerships; extending networks to previously disconnected
stakeholders

Transparency /
communication

More transparency in decision-making structures and processes and improved efforts to open up
‘black box’ of policy

Structure

Alternative institutional designs incorporating greater downward accountability to citizens; citizen-led
partnerships; participatory governance experiments

Knowledge/ Metrics

Expansion of evidence base to challenge economic target driven culture and draw on wider networks
of expertise, including lay and community knowledges
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Reflection
• Quality:
• Value:

• Intangibility:
•
•
•
•

Leadership:
Transaction costs:
Consensus bias:
Ethically complex:

‘better way’– progressive
sustainable transformations and excellent research
process-driven and incremental change/prefigurative,
proof of concepts experiments
needs rigorous tracking, monitoring and formative
participative evaluation
is distributed and muddies roles and responsibilities
time, resources, speed, emotional labour
allow for differing theories of change
dangers of lock in, impact of co-financing

Critical Issues
• Rethinking boundaries
• Inter-referential reflexivity (May and Perry, 2017)
• Revisiting comparative urbanism
• Valuing role of academics as agents in change
• Wider implications for institutional design

